This year — 1988 — has been at times a rather trying period for a number of families who have lived in this particular community for a great number of years. We believe that the following poem, entitled "Eternal Life" by St. Francis of Assisi will provide a great deal of love and faith in our Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.

ETERNAL LIFE

Lord, make me an instrument of Thy Peace!
Where there is hatred ... let me sow love.
Where there is doubt ... faith.
Where there is despair ... hope.
Where there is darkness ... light.
Where there is sadness ... joy.
O Divine Master, grant that I may not so much seek to be consoled ... as to console,
To be understood ... as to understand,
To be loved ... as to love;
For it is in giving ... that we receive.
It is in pardoning ... that we are pardoned:
It is in dying ... that we are born to eternal life.
—by St. Francis of Assisi
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For it is in giving ... that we receive;
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It is in dying ... that we are born to eternal life.
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Maxine Childress Brown

South District Councilwoman Maxine Childress Brown announced that she will be holding a 12:30 P.M. press conference on Thursday, September 1, to discuss the resolutions she will be introducing to the City Council to establish a city policy regarding AIDS in the workplace. "We are seeking to avoid the potential introduction of discrimination and bias against AIDS victims into city hiring practices," Childress Brown said.

"As AIDS continues to enlarge its shadow over our society, we must make every effort to educate people to prevent any possible unfairness which victims of the disease may encounter," Childress Brown added. Councilwoman Childress Brown will be joined by Dr. William Valenti, head of AIDS research at University of Rochester's Strong Memorial Hospital, and Jackie Nudd of AIDS Rochester, an outreach group serving AIDS victims and their families in the area.

The legislation, which comes in the form of a resolution, outlines many of the starting facts about how widespread the AIDS illness has become. The proposed policy would prohibit hiring discrimination by the city against any person who may be infected with AIDS, or a related disorder. "In the same fashion that we provide equal access to physically handicapped persons, we should provide equal opportunity and fairness to those who suffer from AIDS," stressed Childress Brown.

"People need to know how this disease is contracted, and how it is treated, in order to eliminate the fears they may have about contracting it themselves."

Editor's Note: South District Councilwoman Maxine Childress Brown will be contributing a column each month to the FREDDICK DOUGLASS VOICE beginning in October.

When you give to the United Negro College Fund, you help support 41 private, predominantly black, four-year colleges and universities. Colleges that give us thousands of black graduates each year, who go on to become doctors, lawyers, accountants, engineers and scientists.

The date of the telecast "Parade of Stars" is December 17, 1988

Friends ... Form the habit of Shopping at
The Central Bargain Center
81 Central Park near Scio Street
SAVE ON OUR SUMMER SALE
Mens • Ladies • Children
Jeans - Tops - Shoes & Sandles
SHOP HERE ON THE WAY BACK TO SCHOOL
"RIGHT is of no sex, truth is of no order - GOD is the father of us all and all we are brethren"

August 26 - September 6, 1888

Frederick Douglass

---

**BLACK INVENTORS**

"Invention is not peculiar to man, but in degree is characteristic of man."

Black inventions range from simple household conveniences to more complex mechanical devices which have proven to be of vital importance to business and industry. Some are as familiar as:

- The potato chip of Hyram S. J. Meek, a Saratoga chef.
- The ice cream of Augustus Thomas, a Philadelphia confectioner (1823).
- The gold tee of George F. Atkinson, a black slave, who invented the grain harvester.
- The threshing machine invented by W.T. Catto.
- The telephone invented by Alexander Graham Bell.
- The telegraph invented by Samuel F. B. Morse.
- The vacuum cleaner invented by Thomas A. Edison.
- The automobile invented by Henry Ford.
- The radio invented by Lee de Forest.
- The television invented by Philo T. Farnsworth.
- The computer invented by Charles Babbage.
"A Journey in search of the Dream"

BY REV. KENNETH DEAN
Pastor of the First Baptist Church of Rochester
From "Speaking Out" — Democrat & Chronicle, August 29, 1988

Twenty-five years ago yesterday, Martin Luther King, Jr. touched the world with his poetic speech, "I Have a Dream."

I had been a foot soldier in the army of people, black and white, who struggled toward that dream in those tumultuous years. Beginning in 1964, I spent 12 years in Mississippi, working with hundreds of others to open the doors of restaurants and other public places to black people, to better the schools, and guarantee the right to vote.

Recently I returned South to see how the dream was coming. I found much that was good, but I also saw the lingering poverty of the South.

"I have something positive to report"

BY WILLIE LIGHTFOOT
Executive Director of the South West Neighborhood Association
and Monroe County Legislator
From the "Times-Union", August 31, 1988

I’m inspired to write because of the many negative articles that have been written in the last few years about the youths of the Jefferson Avenue/Genesee Street neighborhood.

Not often enough do we write and publish the positive things about our "young peoples," as I choose to call them. I would like to report something positive that has happened here.

The Southwest Area Neighborhood Association (SWAN), the city, private contributors like the Daisy Marquis Jones Foundation and Joe and Lois Posner of the Rochester Area Foundation, and many dedicated volunteers, parents and staff people have made it possible to have a SWAN/Flower City Track and Field Program at the old Wilson Park/Madison High Field.
It holds up. Because we don’t water it down.

Touraine Paints costs more. But you get more paint. Not paint in the can. Paint in the paint. Paint that covers more. Lasts up to 50 percent longer. And resists chipping better. Because it’s the best.

The good news is that it’s ON SALE now at Hunt’s Hardware’s Paint & Restoration Center... where they’ve been keeping old houses looking their best since 1914.

Visit Hunt’s today for Quality and Quality Hunt’s Service!

---

State of the Child in New York State

A Column by Governor Mario M. Cuomo

In 1970, 15 percent of all children in New York State lived in single parent homes and by 1986, that figure had grown to 23 percent. This is just one of a number of trends that affect New York’s children. As part of our “Decade of the Child” program, I have commissioned a report, “The State of the Child in New York State,” to study such trends and statistics. Documenting the growing number of problems facing our young people, this report provides a blueprint for programs to address the needs of those who comprise New York’s future.

This innovative document represents several years of extraordinary effort on the part of the New York State Council on Children and Families in conjunction with more than twenty agencies and commissions. Its completion marks, for the first time, in New York State history, a single source document containing a vast array of data and trends that help us to understand the complex issues facing children today.

The book has nine chapters— including Children in Families, Children in School, and the Victimization of Children—each of which is divided into topics explored in great detail. In most cases, facts are provided for 1985, 1986, and 1987, allowing comparisons to be based on the most recent available statistics. The book is not, however, simply a compilation of statistics. Instead, trends are presented and discussed so that emerging issues can be identified and children’s progress on long-standing issues can be assessed. Thus, the book presents not only the relations between children and their environment, but shows the interrelationships between the different topics presented. This approach allows us to make the judgments necessary to understand and help our children.

The publication reveals several startling facts. One of the most alarming is that approximately one-third of all New York State students entering high school in the fall of 1981 failed to graduate four years later. Reasons for dropping out range from boredom and lack of interest in classes to the need to work. The publication also states that one-third of all New York State teenagers are homeless. The harsh truth is that some of these children are forced to live on the street.

More disturbing is the increase of child abuse and maltreatment reports. In 1985, 80 percent of the indicted cases of abuse or maltreatment listed a parent as the perpetrator. Child abuse leads to high numbers of runaway children, homeless youth, placement in the juvenile justice system, and most tragic of all, more child abuse. In a civilized world, such acts of abuse are wholly unacceptable. The responsibility to stop them lies with us.

Also alarming in a 129 percent increase of child abuse and mal- treatment reports. In 1986, 15 percent of the indicated cases of abuse or maltreatment listed a parent as the perpetrator. Child abuse leads to high numbers of runaways, homeless youth, placement in the juvenile justice system, and most tragic of all, more child abuse.

In some states, such acts of abuse are wholly unacceptable. The responsibility to stop them lies with us. "The State of the Child in New York State. It is not meant for general reading. Rather, it is a tool for planners, advocates, and researchers concerned with the critical issues facing New York State’s children and families. Though the book draws no conclusions, the implications for needed actions are obvious. It will enable those concerned with children to construct effective policy and support services that will ensure healthy development of all our young people during the Decade of the Child and beyond.

---

MINORITY CONTRACTORS Are You Hiding From Success?

Last year, minority businesses grossed $4.4 million in city contracts.

Free technical aid helped 36 MBEs with:

- Bid Estimation • Loan Forms • Bookkeeping • Training and Planning

And low-cost loans of up to $40,000 are waiting for qualified MBEs.

But you can’t apply until you’re certified as a minority business by the City.

Call 428-7413 now to find out how.

The whole City profits from your success!

The City does not discriminate on the basis of handicap status in its programs, activities or employment.

City of Rochester

New York
“My teacher made me shift gears.”

I’d had it with school.
I wanted to get a job, get some wheels.
My English teacher threw my plans in reverse.
“Don’t be foolish,” she said.
“Ten years from now you’ll be driving the same dumb car, but you’ll be too embarrassed to come back and finish school.”
She didn’t have to say anything. But she made me see things in a different way.
Teachers do that for people sometimes.

Patronize Your Favorite Market...

MODERN FISH MARKET
Complete Line of Fresh & Salt Water Fish...
826 Joseph Avenue
Rochester, New York
Telephone: 232-5067

Other inventions patented by blacks between 1834 and 1900, many of which are in use today. Among these are:

- The gas inhalator by Garrett A. Morgan.
- The first clock in America was made by Benjamin Banneker.
- Shampoo headrest by C.O. Bailiff, 1898.
- Ironing board, by Sarah Boone, 1892.
- Lawnmower by J.A. Burr, 1899.

There were approximately 341 inventions patented by blacks between 1834 and 1900, many of which are in use today. Among these are:

- The gas inhalator by Garrett A. Morgan.
- The first clock in America was made by Benjamin Banneker.
- Shampoo headrest by C.O. Bailiff, 1898.
- Ironing board, by Sarah Boone, 1892.
- Lawnmower by J.A. Burr, 1899.
NEW YORK — WEIGHT WARRIORS! Dick Gregory, the comedian-turned-nutritionist, welcomes two new persons to his campaign to convince the U.S. Government that it should start a war on obesity as a major health hazard.

The new, seriously-overweight pair that asked for Gregory’s help in bringing their weights down are, from left: Steve Nettles, 710 pounds, of St. Louis, Mo.; and Lonita Mitchell, 650 pounds, of Biloxi, Miss. Ms. Mitchell is 15 years old. Gregory’s weight reduction program is based on a strict regimen that includes his own formula, the Dick Gregory Slim-Safe Bahamian Diet, that is distributed by his company, Correction Connection, in Philadelphia. Photo by Car- ment L. DeJesus.

“MADAME” C. J. WALKER
Cosmetic Manufacturer
1869 - 1919

Sarah Breedlove Walker was born a pauper in Louisiana. Her ex-slave parents died when she was six years old. She married C.J. Walker at the age of 14 and was a widow at 26. Taking in laundry to make a living, she experimented in her spare time with a concoction of oils to condition her hair so that she could remove the typical Negro curl. The oil softened the hair but did not remove the excessive curl. In 1905, she developed a hot iron, or straightening comb, which would remove the tight curls. Before her death, Madame Walker had become a millionaire. She was deeply concerned with the poverty of others and became a generous philanthropist, bequeathing $100,000 toward the establishment of an academy for girls in West Africa, and donating large sums of money to Black institutions and charities in America.

Editor’s Note: “Madame” C. J. Walker’s plant was located in Chicago.

Patronize Our Advertisers

B.K. Lounge and Party House
480 & 484 West Main Street
Complex for Live Entertainment
TALENT SHOW
EVERY SUNDAY
DANCING? SINGING?
PLAYING A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT?
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
The Best
LADIES NIGHT
In Town
FREE ADMISSION
CASUAL DRESS
HORS D’OEUVRES
1st DRINK FREE
FOR INFORMATION CALL:
232-9523 OR 235-9138

We’d like to help you keep your energy bills from running hot and cold.

Just because the weather changes doesn’t mean your monthly RG&E bill has to change. That’s why we offer Budget Billing. So even in summer and winter when your demand for energy is at its highest, Budget Billing will keep your monthly bills nice and even. With Budget Billing, your energy bills will be averaged over a twelve-month period based on your past or estimated energy use. To sign up, just call 546-1111. If you live outside the Rochester calling area, check your telephone directory for the member of the RG&E Office nearest you. For more information on Budget Billing or other RG&E services that help you get the most out of us, you can use the coupon below.

The energy to do more for you

Here are more ways to put our energy to work for you.

Talent Show
Every Sunday Night at 8:30 p.m.

September 17-25, 1988

Take Your Choice Of 6 Models and 29 Sizes

Affordability is the bottom line of our City’s newest annual home show.

• Brand new, single-family homes
• Affordable for all tastes and budgets
• Secure your selection by picking from your list
• Prices range from $43,500 to $85,000 for eligible buyers
• Three bedroom models, perfect family homes
• A variety of features & options that fit your lifestyle

Many models are located throughout Ontario and Livingston counties, just east of Jefferson Avenue.

For details, call the City’s Neighborhood Development Office at 224-6177.

City living means better values & more savings.